Modelling of physical systems consists of writing down the equations describing a phenomenon. In many cases these equations are used for simulation. As such, state space models are not a natural starting point for modelling, while they have utmost importance in the simulation phase. The paper addresses the problem of computing state representations for systems of differential-algebraic equations.
INTRODUCTION
The usual procedure in modelling consists of tearang and zooming: a system is viewed as an interconnectmion of subsystems, and modelling consists of describing the subsystems and the interconnection laws. This procedure is often executed hierarchically, with the subsystems in turn viewed as a.n interconnection. The net result of such a modelling procedure will be a model which involves manifest variables (often called external variables) -these are the variables whose behavior we try to model -and latent variables (often called internal varia.hles) -these are the variables describing the SII bsystems. The formalization of this modelling procedure is the philosophy underlying the behavioral approach to systems theory. These ideas have been explained in detail in [3]- [5] . IIence, a state-space model is not the natural starting point, for the modelling phase itself, while its importance in the simulation p h a e is undisputed. The problem then arisesof how to compute a state space model starting from an arbitrary set of tliiIi.rential-algebraic equations.
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This paper addresses this problem in a rather general way. Linear, time invariant dillerentialalgebraic equations are taken into account, with solutions considered in a suficiently large class to accomodate most applications-i nteresting fu nctions. The framework in which we operate is the behavioral one, the choice being motivated by i t s natural correspondence with the moclelling technique we described above. Moreover, since 1.hr behavioral framework is based on polynomial matrix algebra, this choice allows to state algoritflims which are of standard implementation.
The paper is organized as follows. I n tlic secoiitl section a minimal set of definitions arid rrsrilts pertaining to the behavioral framework is introduced. In the third section the import a n t p r o p erty of Markovianity and its consequcrtcrs are discussed. In the fourth section the prohlein is formally stated. In the fifth section oprrators on polynomials are introduced which will tw nsrd in the sixth, seventh and eighth sections, i n wliic4i state functions for systems of different,ial-algebr;lic equations i n kernel, hybrid and irnagc form respectively are computed.
Tti E R EHAVIO RAI, F I~ A M icwo 11 IC
In this section we give only the definitirms and rrsiilts pertaining to the problem at hand, refwring the reader to [SI- [5] for a thorough exposition. In the behavioral framework a .system is dcfinctl as a triple C = (T, W , B ) , with 7' the time sct, IV the signal space, and B the behavior of tlw systeiii, B C W T . (2) is the notion of input and output.
Without loss of generality assume R of full row rank. Possibly permuting its columns, assume it partitioned as 11 := ( P -Q ) with P nonsingular and P-'Q proper. This induces a partition of the components of w in w := ( y ,~) . The y's are the outputs of the system, the U'S the inputs [3] . In the modeling process, a nuniber of auxiliary la. tent variables w i I1 usu a1 I y have been i n t rod uced ; the natural counterpart of (2) to cope with this is (0)) implies that the concatenation w of w1 and w z at t = 0, defined as w(t) := wl(t) for t < 0, and w ( t ) := w2 (1) for t 2 0, belongs to B. with Cl and C2 continuous at t = 0, the concatenation of (w1, !I) and (wz, C,) at t = 0 belongs to B, .
Thus in a Markovian
We call this the axiom of state; the latent variable is called the state and is usually denoted with x . The following characterization of Markovian and state space systems holds:
Proposition 1 Let Cs be a system as in (3). Then it is a state space system if and only if thew exists matrices E , F , G such that 13, has the kernel representation: 
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The question arises of how to compute a set of state variables when a system is given in either kernel or hybrid form. T h a t is, given (2), determine the integer n and
defines a space system with external behavior (2). We call X ( $ ) the (w-induced) state map. The problem is to derive X from R. Similarly we want to derive X from R and M in a hybrid represent at ion. The next section introduces the tools we will use to answer this question.
. OPERATORS ON POLYNOMIALS
Every rational function q E R( () Note that the vector space structure on ZR induces a vector space structure on the set of equivalence classes induced by . . C on Z R . We will denote this set of equivalence classes as ER ( m o d R ) .
The following example illustrates the shove notions. 
Example 1
The Z R space is the vector space spannpd by which actually form a basis for this space. It is easily verified that the vectors (9), interpretcd as representing elements of Bn (mod 1 0 , are linearly independent as well, and therefore form a basis of 5 R (mod R ) .
STATE MAPS FOR SYSTEMS IN KICRNEI, FORM
The main result of this section is the cliaracterization of state-inducing polynomial ilia1 rires for systems in kernel form given in the following Remark 1 In the scalar caSe the above t,heoreiti corresponds to the usual method of starking the but-highest-order derivatives of each corn ponen t, to reduce a system of equations of high ortlcr to a system of equations of order one.
Remark 2 Computation of a first ortlcr kernel
representation of a state system is st raiglitrorward, once the stat,e map X E Rnxq[(] is given, and amounts to solving a linear sysi.ciiw of eqiiations, that is, with reference to ( 5 ) , finding nratrices E , I: in R ( n t g ) x n , G E R("tg)xq a n d 7' E R(n+g)xg[<J which solve the equation:
For simple cases this can be done by inspect,ion.
A natural question arises as to when minimality (in the sense of the minimal possible dimension of the state space) is already guaranteed by directly applying (T+ to the equations describing the systetn. The following result holds: Remark 3 I t follows immediately from prop. 2 that the minimal dimension of the state space of a system equals the McMillan degree of R (i.e. the maxirrial degree of the rank(R) x rank(R) minors of R ) . In the row proper case, this equals the sum of tlie row degrees of R.
J,et 11s give a n example of the application of the results given in this section.
Example 2 Let a system be described by 
STATE MAPS FOR SYSTEMS IN HYBRID

FORM
Before considering the problem of characterizing state maps for systems in hybrid form, we have to deal with some issues regarding hybrid representations and the elimination of latent variables. It has been pointed out in [2] that, contrary to the discrete-time case [4] , in the continuous-time case unimodular premultiplication of (3) so as to get an equivalent representation with M2(<) of full row rank, does not allow to consider Rl($)w = 0 as a representation of Be,, of (3), since additional smoothness requirements on TU may have to be added. We circumvent this difficulty by considering the closure of rW(f?,) in the topology of .Cp.
Let u s turn to the problem of characterizing state maps for systems in hybrid form. It follows from the definitions that a state variable for the full behavior is a state variable for the external behavior as well. The following result characterizes the case in which the converse holds:
Proposition 3 Let a system be described in hybrid form, and let e observable from w . A state map for the external behavior is also a state map for the full behavior if and only if the latent variables C can all be chosen as outputs f o r the full system in an input-output partition of (w, e).
Besides eliminating the latent variables and considering kernel representations and consequently w-induced state maps, it is of interest to characterize (w,e)-induced state maps for the external behavior. Some preliminary considerations are in order.
A state inducing map for the full behavior corresponds to concatenability conditions that involve both w and e. Concatenability in w only, however, is a weaker concept. The idea we pursue in the following is to derive from the state vaxiable for the full behavior a state variable for the external behavior by projecting it with a suitably defined linear map. We call this process the reduction of the state variable for Bf to a state variable for
Bert.
Given ( We now state the main result of this section:
Theorem 2 Let a system be described in hybrid form as in (3) 
B ( R -M ) .
Remark4 State space equations can be computed once the state map is given, analogously to the kernel representations case.
as a state inducing map for the external behavior of the system described by (15). By choosing X
The procedure for the computation of a state ma.p outlined in theorem 2 is easily modified to deal with the case in which t is not observable from w.
STATE MAPS FOR SYSTEMS IN IMAGE;
FORM Systems whose behavior is described by Example 3 Let be a n hybrid representation of Best. It is easy to see that can be chosen as an output for the full system, but in any input-output partition of Many forrnalizations of the notion of state sta.rting from a n input-output or transfer function point of view have been undertaken in the past. Of these approaches, the one proposed in this paper is more a k i n to that of [I] . In particular, therein the state space corresponding to a right factorization ND-' of a traiisfer function is defined to be isomorphic to the vector space K o defined as Z<D := {f E R'"'[[r] I fD-' E IRyd(<)} (24) ([l] , lemma 2-15, p. 11 and theorem 10-2, p. 41). The connection with the result of prop. 5 is evident.
CONCLUSIONS
The result of modelling physical systems is a set of higher order differential equations possibly with algebraic constraints among the variables. When it comes to simulation or control, a state space niodel is the most convenient to use and the need to compute it from the model arises. A basic part of the construction of a state space model is the determination of state varia.bles. In this paper a characterization of state inducing maps has been given for various types of systems of differential equations.
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